The effect of temperature on the population distribution within the manifold of an Er 3+ -ion pumped at 1480 nm pump wavelength is theoretically investigated. A modified rate equation model for determining the signal gain performance of EDFAs is established by including the temperature effect and the gain values versus launched pump powers at the temperature range of ! 20 to 60 o C are obtained under the signal power regime.
Summary

1-Introduction
The operational properties of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs), which have an important role in optical fiber communication systems operating at the 1.55 !m window, directly depend on the pump and signal characteristics. It is well-known that an erbium-doped fiber amplifier demonstrates the property of two-level amplification system when it is pumped at 1480 nm wavelength [1] . Particularly, the distribution of Er 3+ -ions within the metastable level (
"#$%&'()"*%+,%-*-(./)0,+#)+'12'3$+-3')$""*34,%&)+*)5*.+61$%%7()4,(+3,8-+,*%).$09)*0,%&)+*)+#') closeness of the pump and signal rates within this level. Thus, the population of metastable level shows a highly temperature sensitive signal gain for 1480 nm pumping regime [2, 3] . In this study, we analyzed theoretically the signal gain performance of EDFAs pumped at 1480 nm pump wavelength by using the temperature-sensitive rate equation model in the practical temperature range of ! 20 to 60 o C .
2-Modified Rate Equation Model
The solution of the two-level amplification system can be carried out by using the modified rate equations in terms of the pump absorption and emission rates ( 
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is small-signal gain coefficient and L is the doped fiber length.
Results and Discussions
Using EDFA parameters given in Table 1 C. Thus, it is seen from the gain analysis that the performance of EDFAs pumped at 1480 nm pump wavelength is affected by the temperature. In addition, it is seen from the modified rate equation (Eq.1) that the smaller signal powers are more efficient than the higher signal powers. Moreover, this model which involves " and " is more accurate to describe the signal gain for a wide range of temperatures for EDFAs pumped at 1480 nm pump wavelength.
